Bet-hedging-an evolutionary strategy that reduces fitness variance at the expense of 14 lower mean fitness-is the primary explanation for most forms of biological adaptation 15 to environmental unpredictability. However, most applications of bet-hedging theory to 16 biological problems have largely made unrealistic demographic assumptions, such as 17 non-overlapping generations and fixed population sizes. Consequently, the generality 18 and applicability of bet-hedging theory to real world phenomena remains unclear. Here 19 we use continuous-time, stochastic Lotka-Volterra models to relax overly restrictive 20 demographic assumptions and explore a suite of biological adaptations to fluctuating 21 environments. We discover a novel "rising-tide strategy" that-unlike the bet-hedging 22 strategy-generates both a higher mean and variance in fitness. The positive fitness 23 effects of the rising-tide strategy's specialization to good years can overcome any 24 negative effects of higher fitness variance in unpredictable environments. Moreover, we 25
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show not only that the rising-tide strategy will be selected for over a much broader 26 range of environmental conditions than the bet-hedging strategy, but also under more 27 realistic demographic circumstances. Ultimately, our model demonstrates that there are 28 likely to be a wide range of ways that organisms respond to environmental 29
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Temporal fluctuation of environmental conditions is a universal feature in nearly every 32 ecosystem on earth 1,2 . In fluctuating environments, the intensity and direction of natural 33 selection is likely to vary unpredictably over time [3] [4] [5] . Almost all known biological 34 adaptations to environmental fluctuation-as diverse as seed production in annual plants 6 , 35 phenotypic polymorphisms in bacteria [7] [8] [9] , and altruistic behavior in social animals 10 -are 36 typically summarized by a single, simple mechanism: the evolutionary bet-hedging strategy 37 1, 11, 12 . There are two general types of bet-hedging: conservative bet-hedging describes a 38 consistent but low risk strategy or phenotypic investment, whereas diversified bet-hedging 39 depicts the case when organisms spread risk by investing in different strategies or phenotypes 40 11, 13 . Both forms of bet-hedging result in the same fitness consequence: reduced variance in 41 fitness at the expense of a lower mean fitness. In other words, under either bet-hedging 42 scenario, natural selection can act optimally by minimizing fitness variance rather than by 43 maximizing mean fitness. 44
45
Although the bet-hedging principle describes many forms of behavioral adaptation under-2 -fluctuating selection, it cannot explain all of the ways in which animals cope with 47 environmental uncertainty. For example, studies exploring thermal niche evolution at 48 different temporal scales of environmental fluctuation have demonstrated that although 49 greater long-term environmental variation (e.g. seasonal variation in temperature) favors the 50 evolution of thermal generalists, short-term variation (e.g. daily temperature variation) has an 51 opposite effect by selecting for thermal specialists 14, 15 . Essentially, these models hint at the 52 theoretical possibility of a specialist strategy in which individuals have a higher mean fitness 53 while also having higher variance in fitness. Such an adaptive strategy to environmental 54 fluctuation-which differs fundamentally from a bet-hedging strategy-can also be derived 55 using the approximation for geometric mean fitness, which increases with higher arithmetic 56 mean fitness and lower fitness variance [16] [17] [18] . However, optimality models based on geometric 57 mean fitness rely on the restrictive assumptions of non-overlapping generations and infinite 58 population sizes, both of which do not apply to most eukaryotic species. Indeed, fluctuation 59 in population size-which when environmentally-driven is analogous to a population going 60 through a bottleneck in bad years and an expansion in good years 19 -can have substantial 61 effects on the strength and direction of selection in populations of finite size 20 . The strength 62 of natural selection, which can be represented by the opportunity for selection (defined as the 63 variation of relative fitness 21, 22 ), is greater when populations decrease in size but lower when 64 populations expand. However, the assumption of non-overlapping generations-which is 65 typically used in most models of this sort (e.g. the grain-size model 23 )-creates a distinction 66 between within-and among-generation selection, and only applies to a very limited number 67 of real world organisms such as some microbes 10, 24 . As a consequence, identifying general 68 rules of biological adaptation to environmental fluctuation-particularly for species with 69 overlapping generations and finite population sizes-remain elusive. 70
71
To achieve a more comprehensive understanding of biological adaptation to environmental 72 fluctuation that applies to organisms without having to evoke restrictive demographic 73 assumptions that are biologically unrealistic for most animal species, we use continuous-time, 74 stochastic Lotka-Volterra models to examine the impact of differential selective forces with 75 varying population sizes, different temporal scales of environmental fluctuation, and 76 distinctive patterns of generational overlap. We use a competitive Lotka-Volterra model as 77 our basic framework because this approach restricts population size through competition, 78 rather than externally setting an absolute boundary on population size. In other words, 79 population size is dynamically regulated by the fitness of each strategy, which is in turn 80 -3 -affected by environmental conditions and population size itself. Moreover, Lotka-Volterra 81 models can be used to explore the process of natural selection, as in Moran models that 82 incorporate birth and death processes 25 , without the unrealistic assumption of a fixed 83 population size 26 . Fundamentally, our model always allows for competition to reduce the 84 number of surviving strategies, yet the direction of selection may not be the same at each 85 moment because environmental conditions fluctuate (i.e. fluctuating selection). 86
87
We begin by employing the generalist-specialist trade-off concept 15, 27 to explore the 88 selection dynamics of a generalist bet-hedging strategy that persists in both good and bad 89 years and a specialist strategy that instead favors good years (hereafter referred to as the 90 "rising-tide strategy"). Specifically, the specialist rising-tide strategy is defined as an 91 evolutionary strategy that has relatively high fitness in good years so that its population size 92 and relative frequency in the population increase, but relatively low fitness in bad years such 93 that its population size and relative frequency decrease (Fig. 1) . Thus, unlike the bet-hedging 94 strategy, which can have higher mean fitness but lower variance in fitness, the rising-tide 95 strategy can have both a higher mean fitness and a higher variance in fitness (Fig.1b) . strategy's fixation probability and opportunity for selection (i.e. variance of relative fitness). 126
We find that greater environmental variation can generate either the bet-hedging or the rising-127 tide strategy, but which end of the adaptive continuum is favored depends upon the frequency 128 of good versus bad years ( Fig. 1 , see Supplementary Table 1 
for parameter values). That is, 129
the bet-hedging strategy has a higher fixation probability when bad years are more frequent 130 than good years, whereas the rising-tide strategy is favored by selection when good years are 131 more likely to occur than bad ones. When bad years are frequent, the risk aversion strategy of 132 bet-hedging maximizes fitness by reducing variance rather than optimizing the mean, as has 133 been shown previously 1, [11] [12] [13] . However, when good years are more frequent than bad years, 134 the positive impacts of a rising-tide strategy in the good years are able to sustain those 135 individuals during the bad years ( Fig. 1a-c) . Importantly-and also consistent with previous 136 theories-we find that the opportunity for selection rises when total population size declines 137
( Fig. 1f-h ) (results from the deterministic continuous time model with periodical environment 138 setting are qualitatively similar; Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the same magnitude of 139 absolute fitness increase has a greater impact on the frequency of each phenotype in bad 140 years than in good years. Thus, adaptation to bad years takes on a greater importance when 141 bad years occur more frequently (and vice versa) . bet-hedging and specialist rising-tide strategies (Fig. 1a) . Instead of assuming discrete 147 environmental conditions (i.e. good versus bad years) as we did above, we now allow the 148 environmental conditions E to vary continuously-just as temperature and rainfall do in A − ' ( ) ' (3b) 156
157
The capital subscripts R and B represent the parameters for rising-tide and bet-hedging 158 strategy, respectively. 159
160
We find that long-term (e.g. annual) and short-term (e.g. daily) environmental fluctuations 161 can have complex, but often counterintuitive, effects on adaptive evolutionary responses (Fig.  162 2, see Supplementary Table 2 for parameter values). When short-term environmental 163 variation is relatively low, higher long-term variation selects for the bet-hedging strategy 164 (Fig. 2c) . However, the rising-tide strategy out-competes the bet-hedging strategy as short-165 term variation increases (Fig. 2d) . When both short-and long-term environmental variation 166 are relatively high, the bet-hedging strategy again becomes more dominant (Fig. 2e) . 167
Furthermore, when long-term environmental variation is relatively low, the rising-tide 168 strategy is favored by selection under both low or high short-term environmental variation 169 (Fig. 2i-k) because if long-term variation is relatively low, a rising-tide strategy, by definition, 170 is more likely to specialize in a given mean environment (Fig. 2i) . However, if long-term 171 environmental variation is relatively high and if there is no, or only a small degree of, short-172 term environmental variation, by definition, a rising-tide specialist will not experience its 173 optimal environmental conditions frequently ( Fig. 2a and 2b) . In other words, higher short-174 term variation can favor the evolution of specialization because a rising-tide specialist is 175 likely to experience its optimal environmental conditions more frequently. This mechanism is 176 similar to the one we described previously, namely that the specialist rising-tide strategy 177 experiences more good than bad years and can therefore outcompete the generalist bet-6 -hedging strategy, even when the variance in absolute fitness of the rising-tide strategy is 179 higher than that of the bet-hedging strategy. 180
181
To more directly determine how our framework performs relative to more traditional 182 approaches, we compare our continuous time, overlapping generations model with one that 183 utilizes discrete population dynamics to approximate the commonly used but less realistic 184 non-overlapping generations models (e.g. 1, 11, 13, 23 ) (Fig. 3 , see eqns. 7 and 8 in Methods for 185 more details). In most of these models, the temporal scale of environmental fluctuation is 186 often classified as either (i) coarse grain, which describes among-generation variation in 187 environmental conditions, or (ii) fine grain, which describes within-generation variation in 188 environmental conditions 12, 23 . In our comparison, we find that patterns of generation overlap 189 are crucial for the evolution of the generalist-specialist continuum and the adoption of a bet-190 hedging versus a rising-tide strategy (Fig. 4 setting, when long-term variation is high-which is similar to coarse grain variation in 193 discrete-population dynamics models-the bet-hedging strategy dominates the rising-tide 194 strategy in most of the parameter space (Fig. 4a-h) . Nevertheless, higher short-term 195 variation-which is equivalent to fine grain variation in our model-still favors the rising-196 tide strategy when long-term variation is relatively low (Fig. 4i) . 197
198
The key features of nearly all previously-published non-overlapping generations models (e.g. 199 1, 11, 13, 23 ) are that the fitness consequences of environmental variation within a generation are 200 additive within an organism's lifetime, but multiplicative among generations. Thus, 201 mathematically, the long-term growth rate of each strategy is determined by its geometric 202 mean of fitness [28] [29] [30] [31] . As a result, bet-hedging generalists occur more commonly under a non-203 overlapping generations scenario because a small absolute fitness in any generation will have 204 a detrimental effect on the long-term growth rate of a strategy. Since our model allows for 205 overlapping generations, birth and death events, and continuous changes in the strength of 206 selection, the rising-tide strategy will be favored by natural selection under a wide range of 207 environmental conditions as long as these specialists are able to encounter their optimal 208 environment (i.e. good years) frequently enough so that they can sustain through adverse 209 environmental conditions (i.e. bad years), even when they achieve lower fitness than under 210 optimal conditions. 211
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In summary, we have identified a novel form of behavioral adaptation to fluctuating 213 environments: the rising-tide strategy. Although both the rising-tide and the bet-hedging 214 strategies are possible when environmentally-driven fitness variation is high, the rising-tide 215 strategy will be favored when mean fitness is higher and the bet-hedging strategy when mean 216 fitness is lower. This difference in which strategy will be favored is determined by the grain 217 (within-generation) and begin to investigate the existence of a potentially rich suite of 231 adaptations to diverse environmental scenarios-those that vary in intensity, frequency, and 232 duration-in an ever-changing world. Ultimately, our study not only helps bridge the 233 apparent gap between theoretical and empirical studies of biological adaptation in a volatile 234 world, but it also links under a synthesized theoretical framework seemingly distinct fields, 235 such as macrophysiology 32 , species distribution modeling 14, 33 , and social evolution 10, 18, 34 . 236
237
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409
We use a dynamic time step (similar to Gillespie's algorithm, see Supplementary Fig. 2 ) in 410 the individual-based model, 411
, 412
where is the waiting time till next event, is the sum of all event rates of the differential 413 equations (i.e. birth and death events, Supplementary Fig. 2) , is a random number 414 providing stochasticity to the waiting time, and c is a coefficient for adjusting the timescale. 415
Whenever is determined, a random event occurs according the rate of each events such 416 that a new individual is born, or a living individual dies. As deceases with increasing , 417 this design flexibly changes the frequency of events based on the current population size. 418
419
How the environmental conditions are chosen is another crucial feature of these models. In 420 the individual-based model, after one year has passed, the type of the next year is determined 421 by the probability of good year through a random number draw. On the other hand, we 422 assume good and bad years alternate in the deterministic model but the duration of each 423 changes proportionally to the probability of good year (see supplementary information for 424 more details of the deterministic model). 
